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Associated and non-associated sliding rules in contact friction 
problems 

R. MICHALOWSKI (POZNAN) and Z. MROZ (WARSZAWA) 

AN ANALOGY between dry contact friction and perfect plasticity implies that · sliding rules of 
rigid' or elastic bodies along a contact surface can be derived by using the velocity rules asso
ciated with the limit friction condition I= 0, or the other function g = 0, by the gradiental 
rule. The case of orthotropic friction is discussed in detail and it is shown that the model of 
wedge asperities makes it possible to derive the non-associated sliding rules. The concavity of 
the limit surface results from the non-associated character of a sliding rule. Further, 1t is shown 
that the motion of granular materials can be described by using incremental relations similar 
to plasticity relations for hardening and softening materials. Here, however, contact hardening 
or softening occurs. Constitutive relations for contact sliding with account for elastic and plastic 
deformations are proposed in the last section. 

W pracy wykorzystano analogi~ zachod~c~ pomi~ prawami plyni~ teorii plascyczno5ci 
a prawami ruchu sztywnych lub spr~iystych blok6w z kontaktami ciemymi. W przypadku 
anizotropii tarcia kontaktowego, rozszerzenie koncepcji stowarzyszonego prawa plyni~ia 
pozwala na proste wyprowadzenie og6lnych praw ruchu. Rozpatruj~c jednak model powierzchni 
z jednokierunkowymi nier6wnosciami, otrzymuje si~ niestowarzyszone prawa poslizgu kon
taktowego. Niestowarzyszone prawo plyni~ia prowadzi w efekcie do wkiC(SioSci powierzchni 
granicznej w przestrzeni sil zewn~trznycb. Na przykladzie zbioru kul i walc6w pokazano mozli
wosc przyrostowego opisu rucbu osrodk6w ziamistych z uwzgl~eniem oslabienia ko.atakto
wego. R6wnania przyrostowe maj~ struktur~ analogicm~ do r6wnan teorii plastycmo&ci ma
terial6w ze wzmocnieniem i oslabieniem. R6wnania konstytutywne dla poslizg6w kontakto
wych z uwzgl~dnieniem spr~iystych i plastycznych deformacji podane ~ w ostatnim rozdziale 
pracy. 

B pa6ore HCIIOJIL30BaHa aHa.norWI HMeiOiniUI MeCTo Me>K,lly 3aKOHaMH Tet~eHIDI TeOPHH IJJI8C
THliHOCTH H 3aKOHaMH ~IDI<eHIDI >KeCTI<HX HJIH ynpyrnx 6JIOKOB C <l>PHKI.UIOHHhiMH KO!na.K
TaMH. B cnyqae aHH30Tpomm KOHTaKTHoro TpeHWI paCIIIHpeHHe Ko:unem.um acco:rumposllli
Horo 3aKOHa Tet~eHWI noasoJIHeT npoCTo BbiBCCTH 3aKOHbi ~H>Kemm. PaccMaTpHBIUI ~AHaKO 
MO~eJib llOBepXHOCTH C OAHOHanpaBJICHHbiMH HepOBHOCTHMH, llOJIYllaiOTCH Heaccommpo
BaHHbie saKOHbi KoHTaKTHoro CKOJib>Kemm. HeaccouHHpoaaHHbiH 3aKOH Teqemm npHBOAHT 
B 3<l><f>eKTe K BOrnyTOCTH rpaHHliHOH llOBepXHOCTH B npOCTpaHCTBe BHeunmx CHJI. Ha npH
Mepe MHO>KeCTBa wapoB H UH~OB llOKa3aHa B03MO>KHOCTb OllHcaHHH B npupOCTaX ~BH
>KCHHH aepHHCTbiX cpe~ c yqeToM KOHTaJ<THoro OCJia6neHIDI. YpaaHeHHH a npupoCTax HMCIOT 
CTpyi<Typy aHaJIOr~ ypaBHCHHHM TeopHH nJiaCTHliHOCTH MaTepHaJIOB C ynpOliHCHHCM 
H OCJia6JieHHeM. Onpe]l;CJIHIOinHC ypaBHCHHH ~JIH KOHTaKTHbiX CKOJTh>KCHHH, C yqero.M ynpyniX 
H rmaC'l'HlleCKHX ~e<PopMarutii, npHBe~em.I B nOCJie~eH: rnaae pa6oTbl. 

1. Petfect plasticity and contact sliding rules 

THE :WTION of a rigid block on a rough surface is usually considered as a prototype. of 
a perfectly plastic material model [1]. In fact, the block motion can be assumed to visualize 
progreisive ·plastic flow after reaching the yield surface. Thus the velocity components 
V~, V1 and the horizontal force components Tx, Ty may be regarded as the analogues 

3* 
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260 R. MICHAI.OWSKI AND z. MR.6Z 

of generalized stress and strains Q and q for a perfectly plastic material. The associated 
or non-associated flow rules 

(1.1) 
. _ i oF(Q) 
q- oQ (i > 0), 

(1.2) 
. _ i oG(Q) 
q- oQ (1 > 0) 

relate the strain rates with the yield condition F(Q) = 0 or the plastic potential G(Q) = 0 
which, in general, may be different from the yield condition. 

For the associated flow rule, Eq. (1.1), the inverse relations can be derived by using 
the dissipation ·function D(v = Q · q, which is a homogeneous function of strain rates 
of order one. We have [2] 

(1.3) Q = oD(V 
oci , 

whereas for the non-associated flow rule, Eq. (1.2), such inverse relation do not occur 
in general. 

For the case of Coulomb friction of a rigid block, the limiting friction condition on 
the isotropic surface has the form 

1 

(1.4) f(Tx, T1 , Q) = (T~+T;}L-p,N = 0 

and the velocities V", V1 , V:, can be expressed as follows: 

(1.5) v, = i _of_ = i __ r-=-,____,,.-
ar, (Ti + r;)~ , 

where 
. ! 
A.= (Vi+ Vi)l. 

Thus for the specified normal force N, the velocities V", V, are derived by the potential 
flow rules (1.5). But if we regard T", T1 , Nand V", V,, V:r as conjugate forces and veloc
ities, the potentiality will not occur since the associated velocity rules would require that 

(1.6) V" = i __ T_x_l-=- ' 
~ T, 

V7 = A 1 , 

(Ti+Ti}2 (Ti+Ti)"2 

that is, the block would have the normal separating velocity to the contact surface. 
Hence the limit ·plasticity theorems cannot be extended to the case of dry friction as 

this has been demonstrated by DRUCKER [3]. In order to make the kinematic theorem of 
limit analysis applicable, we may introduce artificially the dilating layer at the contact 
between the material and the rigid wall; this is equivalent to satisfying the relations (1.6). 
Such extension of the limit plasticity theorems was discussed independently by MR6z 
and DRESCHER [4] and CoLLINS [5]. 

There exists a class of contact problems where the normal force N is determined from 
the equilibrium conditions and only tangential sliding of surface should be specified in 
terms of friction forces at the contact surface. In such problems the normal force can 
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AssociATED AND NON-ASSOCIATED SLIDING RULES IN CONTACT FRICTION PROBLEMS 261 

be regarded as a known one and the limit friction condition (1.4) together with the 
velocity rules (1.5) provide the required contact conditions. Since the normality occurs 
for T~" T, and V~, V,, regarding N as fixed, we may easily invert the rules (1.5) by in
troducing the dissipation function 

1 

(1.7) n(Vx, V1 , N) = Tx Vx + T1 V, = pN(Vi + Vi)"i. 

Then the iitverse relations are 

an Vx 
Tx = -- = pN 1 ' 

avx (Vi+ Vifi 
(1.8) 

an v, 
T, = -- = pN 1 ·• 

av, (v; + v;)"i 

Regarding Vx, V1 as small displacements, the function n defined by Eq. (1.7) can be 
treated as elastic energy due to contact action; the variational principles of elasticity can 

b 

c 

N=const 

FIG. 1. a) Coulomb Jirnit condition in the force space T", T,, N; b) orthotropic friction condition in the 
plane N = const; c) dissipation function in the plane Vx, V,. 

be extended by adding the term (L7) to the elastic energy of the body. Such variational 
principles have been discussed by DuvAuT and LIONS [11], and reviewed by KALKER [12]. 
In [10] KALKER formulated the maximum dissipation principle for contact sliding which 
is equivalent to the normality rule (1.5). 

The case of anisotropic contact friction was discussed by HuBER [6] and MoszYNSKI 

[7]. In [6] the analogy between the transformation of the plane stress tensor and force 
acting on the block was applied, whereas in [7] a heuristic assumption was made claiming 
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262 R. MICHAl.OWSKI AND Z. MR.6z 

that the potential velocity rule (1.5) applies also when surface asperities have preferred 
orientations. 

Consider for instance the case of orthotropy and assume that the principal axes of 
orthotropy coincide with the reference axes x, y. Let the limiting friction condition have 
the form 

(1.9) 

and the velocity components be 

(1.10) 

where 

(1.11) 

The dissipation function is expressed as follows: 

(1.12) 
1 

D = TxVx+T,V1 = 2iN2 = Nf(,uxVx) 2 +(,u,V,)2 ]1:. 

The inverse relations are generated by the dissipation · function, that is, 

(1.13) 

Denoting the inclination angle of the force T to the x-axis by {1 and that of the velocity 
vector V by ex, Fig. 1, it follows, from Eq. (1.10) or Eq. (1.13), that 

(1.14) 

Let us denote by Ta. the value of force T associated with the velocity vector V inclined 
at the angle rJ. to the x-axis. In view of Eq. (1.13) we have 

1 

( 
p!cos 2 ex+ p:sin 2 ex )

2 

(1. 15) Ta. = fta.N, !'a.= p;cos2 ct+p;sin2 ex ' 

where !'a. is a directional coefficient of friction. The value of !'rx defined by Eq. (1.15) is 
different from that derived in (6], namely, 

(1.16) 

or the value 
1 

(1.17) !'a.= (,uicos2 ct+p;sin2 cx)2 

following from the assumption that the limit condition (1.9) can be reduced to Eq. (1.4) 
by using the transformed variables T~ = TxfftJC, r; = T1 /p, and applying the relation 
( 1.8), that is, 

(1.18) T ' _ Tx _ N 
X - - -----:1;-- ' 

!'x (Vi+ Vi)2 

T' = I.!_ = N __ V_:_,_;-' 
)' ll.v 1 

,, (Vi+ v;r2 
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ASSOCIATED AND NON-ASSOCIATED SLIDING RULES IN CONTAcr FRICfiON PROBLEMS 263 

Obviously, the relations (1.16)-(1.18) do not satisfy the normality rule in the sliding 
plane and do not follow from any physical model of the contact surface. On the other 
hand, the gradiental laws (1.10) and (1.13) can be generalized to any limiting conditions 
f = f(Tx, Ty, N) and any case of anisotropy and thus can be accepted as general sliding 
rules. It remains an open question, however, if such normality rules as suggested by Mo
szynski are theoretically or experimentally substantiated. To investigate this question we 
consider a simple model of anisotropic asperities and show that potential flow rules in 
the sliding plane are not valid in general. Thus the non-associated velocity rules should 
be employed, using the potential function different from the limit friction condition. 
Moreover, the concavity of the limit surface occurs and it is related to a non-associated 
local sliding rule. In the next section we discuss two simple examples to illustrate this 
property. Next, the configuration hardening and softening effects will be briefly discussed 
and a phenomenological description of hardening or softening contact friction will be 
presented. 

2. Example: a simple model of surface with unidirectional wedge asperities 

The phenomena occurring at the contact surface and within the boundary layer are 
associated with large elastic and plastic deformation of randomly distributed asperities, 
thus resulting in the so-called Amonton's or Coulomb's laws of dry friction [14, 15]. In this 
section we shall discuss a model where, besides "small" isotropically distributed asperities, 
there exists a set of "large" unidirectionally orientated asperities on which the two sur
faces slide, whereas the interaction of small asperities is simulated by the Amonton's law 
of friction. Thus the anisotropy of friction is simulated by the sliding mechanism on large 
asperities and the global velocity rules will be derived as a result of both local isotropic 
friction and sliding on inclined planes. Such a model has usually been used in simulating 
the relative motion of two layers of spheres or cylinders in order to derive the effective 
angle of friction (cf. RowE [13]). It is believed, however, that it is also applicable in 
simulating anisotropy of machined metallic surfaces. 

Let us consider a prototype model shown in Fig. 2. The rigid block of weight Q rests 

FIG. 2. The coordinate system and the corresponding forces acting on the block resting on tbe inclined 
plane. 
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264 R. MICHAI.OWSKI AND z. Mll6Z 

on the plane n inclined at angle IX to the horizontal plane. It is acted on by a horizontal 
force T whose components in the x, y coordinate system in the horizontal plane are T:x, 
T, and in the local system t 1 , t 2 in the inclined plane are T1 , T2 • Note that the t 2-axis 
coincides with the y-axis. The equilibrium conditions of the block require that 

(2.1) T1 = T:xCOSIX-QsiniX, N = T:xsiniX+Qcoscx 

and the limit friction condition (1.4) is expressed as follows: 

(2.2) 

f(Tx, T1 , Q) = T;(cos21X-,u2sin2 cx)-T:xQsin2a(I+,u2)+T;+Q2 (sin21X-,u2cos2 cx) = 0, 

which is valid for N = T:xsiniX+QcosiX > 0. The condition is represented by a conical 
surface in the space T," T,, Q, whereas in the plane Q = const we obtain an ellipse when 

n n n 
a+ e < 2' a parabola when a+ e = 2 and a hyperbola for IX+ e > 2. Here (! is the 

angle of friction, e = arctg,u. Assuming that sliding occurs within the n-plane along the 
maximal tangential force, we obtain 

(2.3) 

and 

(2.4) 

v2 = l · T, 1 

((T:xCOS IX-Qsinet)2 + T;J2 

(T:xCOS a-Qsin ot) COS IX 
T., 

It is seen that this ratio is different from that . following from the associated flow rule, 
namely, 

(2.5) 
V:x T.x(cos2 cx- ,u2sin2 1X) -Qsin ex cos 1X(l + ,u)2 

V,= T
1 

and the velocity potential has the form 
1 

(2.6) g(T:x, T,, Q) = [(T:xCOSIX-Qsin1X)2 +Tff]i-C = 0 

so that 

• iJg • iJg • iJg 
(2.7) V:x = ). iJT:x , V, = ). iJT, , V:: = -A. iJQ . 

The velocity potential is represented by the ellipse on the T:x, T1 - plane. Figures 3a 
and 3b show the elliptical and the parabolic yield conditions as well as the velocity po
tential. Connecting the typical point P on the limit surface f = 0 with the centre of the 
ellipse g = 0, we determine the associated point R on the velocity potential and the 
horizontal velocity vector is directed along the gradient vector at R. Note that the poten
tial (2.6) generates also the vertical velocity Vz and the "dilatation" angle is defined by 
the relation 

(2.8) 
. Vz (Txcos IX-QsiniX)siniX 

smv = lVI = 1 • 

[(T:xcosa-Qsin1X)2 + Tff]2 
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«=in 
f.l = 0.577 

FIG. 3. a) Elliptical yield condition f = 0 and the velocity potential g = 0; b) parabolic yield condition 
f = 0 and the velocity potential g = 0. 

l26S) 
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266 R. MICHAWWSKI AND Z. MR6Z 

Consider now the model of two rigid plates shown in Figs. 4a and b. The upper plate 
is acted on by the horizontal force inclined at the angle q; to they-axis and the wedge 
asperities at the contact are aligned along the y-axis. The three mechanisms of motion 
may occur depending on the angle q;: 

i) motion with active contact on the left flank of the asperity, N1 > 0, N2 = 0, ii) mo
tion with active contact on the right flank, N 2 > 0, N1 = 0, iii) sliding along they-axis 

Q b 

FIG. 4. a) ; b) A simple model of parallel asperities; c) the forces acting on the single asperity. 

with the two active asperity flanks, N 1 > 0, N 2 > 0. The first two cases correspond to 
the previous example and the limit condition takes the form 

(2.9) fi(Tx, T,,Q) = T1(cos2 <Xi-,u2sin2 ai}-TxQsin2<Xi(l+,u2)+Tff 

+Q2 (sin2<Xi-,u 2cos2 <Xi) = 0, 

where i = l when N 2 = 0 and i = 2 when N 1 = 0. In order to investigate the third 
mechanism, consider the plate portion with single asperity shown in Fig. 4b. The equi
librium equations for this portion are 

(2.10) Tx =:= N1 sina1 -N2sina2, T, = ,u(Nt +N2}, Q = N1 cos<X1 -N2cos<X2 

and since Tx = Tsinq;, T1 = Tcosq;, from Eqs. (2.10) we obtain 

N _ r( cosq; sing; ) sin<X2 
1 

- -,u- + Lsin<X2 sin<X1 +sina2 ' 

N = r( cosq; sing;) sin<X1 +. . . 2 ,u sm<X1 sm<X1 +sm<X2 

(2.11) 

and the limit condition can be expressed in the form 
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The condition (2.12) applies when N1 > 0 and N 2 > 0, that is, when 

sina2 . sina1 (2.13) --- < tgqJ < --. 
!-" !-" 

The velocity potentials now are 
1 

(2.14) 

and 

(2.15) 

gi(T:~" T,, Q) = [(Txcoscti-Q sinai)2 + Ti]2- C = 0, i = 1, 2 

267 

Figure 5 presents the limit ·curve f = 0 and the velocity potential g = 0 on the plane 

Tx, Ty (Q = const) for a1 = ! n, a2 = ~ n and!-" = 1.0, and Figs. 6a and b show the 

limit and potential surfaces in the space Tx, Ty, Q. The velocity potential in the Tx, T, 

o£1=! n 

olz.= tn 
J.1•1,0 

FIG. 5. The limit condition f = 0 and the velocity potential g = 0 for single asperity. 

plane is composed of two ellipses and two horizontal lines. Thus, sliding on one wedge 
flank is represented by the elliptical potentials and motion along asperity by linear po
tentials. 

It is interesting to note that the horizontal sliding along the y-axis, is also described 
by the non-associated rule when a2 :/: 180- a1 , that is, when the wedge flanks are in-
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268 R. MICHAl.OWSKI AND Z. MR6z 

clined at different angles to the horizontal plane. The vertical component of velocity is 
given by Eqs. (2. 7) and the dilatation angle for mechanisms i) and ii) is determined from 
Eq. (2.8). In the case of the associated local·velocity rule (1.6), the limit conditions (2.9) 
remain unchanged. It takes, however, a different form when simultaneous sliding on both 
planes occurs. The equilibrium equations for N1 > 0, N 2 > 0 can now be derived from 

Qaconst 

Ty 

Q 

I I 
I 

I: -----~J.-- -----

Ty 

Ji a.,=t n ; ct.,=i n 

FIG. 6. a) Limit surface/= 0 in the space Tx, T7 , Q; b) velocity potential g = 0 in the space Tx, Ty, Q. 

the condition that the velocity vectors on both planes are parallel and the angle of inclina
tion of these vectors to the planes is e = arctg,u. The limit condition (for N 1 > 0, N2 > 0) 
can be expressed in the form 

(2.16) f~(T:IC, T,, Q) = TAA+B)m,u+T,(AC-BD)-Q(C+D)mp, = 0 
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which applies when 

(2.17) 

where 

and 

c I D 
--<tg<p <-, 

mp, mp, 

A = cosa1 -n1 p,, k1 = kcos~+nsin~, 

B = cosG(2 +n2 p,, n1 = -ksin~+ncos~, 

C = sina2 -k2 p,, k 2 = -kcos~+nsin~, 
D = sina1 +k1 p,, n2 = ksin~+ncos~, 

1 

k = sin~tge, m = arcsin(tg~tge), n = (l-k2 -m2)2, 

269 

The limit condition computed for the associated local sliding rule (I .6) is shown in Fig. 7 
where the limit surface corresponding to the non-associated velocity rule and defined by 
Eqs. (2.9) and (2.12) is presented by the broken line. 

It is seen that the concavity of the limit surface, Eqs. (2.9) and (2.12), results from 
the non-associated local velocity rule. Thus, whereas local convexity and normality result 

/ 

- ·-'-"" 

/ 

/ 

' ' ' 

o(1=-& n 

rlz= ~ n 

f' = 1,0 

FIG. 7. Limit condition f = 0 for associated and non-associated sliding rule (broken line). 
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270 R. MICHALOWSKI AND . Z. MR6Z 

also in global convexity and normality in the force space, the departure from the normality 
rule in local contact sliding results in the concavity of the global limit surface and the 
non-associated sliding rule for the whole system, both in the sliding plane and in normal 
direction. 

3. Sliding of cylinders and spheres: contact "softening" 

Figure 8 illustrates the mechanism of sliding of a cylinder on the layer of cylinders 
of the same diameter. The coordinate axes are used to represent the displacement com
ponents rl:x, u,, whereas the force components T:x, T, are represented in the local system 
translating along the displacement trajectory. Points 1-6 correspond to origins of the 

FIG. 8. Evolution of limit conditions in the displacement plane for a cylinder sliding on the layer of cylinders. 

force reference system. It is seen that the limiting friction lines which are described by 
Eq. (2.2) with varying a and constant Q undergo modification in the course of motion, 
exhibiting the effect of contact "softening" due to varying a. Thus the force T acting 
on the cylinder will be a decreasing function of the displacement lul. 

Figure 9 shows the solution of a similar problem for a sphere sliding on a layer of 
spheres of the same diameter (the combined rotation and sliding is not considered here). 
Now the modification of the yield surface is more complex, and both its translation and 
rotation are observed. 

For a specified translation trajectory in the x, y-plane, the: solution is obtained by 
solving incrementally the sliding rules (2. 7) and accounting for the varying limit condi
tion due to the variation of the sliding plane tangential to both spheres. 

Mathematically, the problem can be formulated in a similar way as incremental rela
tions in the theory of plasticity with account for hardening and softening [2]. Now the 
limit friction condition can be expressed as follows: 

(3.1) f(T, 1p, a) = 0, 
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and the velocity potential is 

(3.2) g(T, 1p, !X) = 0, 

where a and 1p are the Euler angles of the vector normal to the plane tangential to both 
spheres at the contact point with respect to the z and x axes. Note that a can be identified 
with the angle of inclination of the tangential plane with the x, y-plane. In the previous 

r 
2 

0 r 
2 

FIG. 9. Evolution of limit conditions in the displacement plane for a sphere sliding on the layer of spheres. 

example, both 1p and a were fixed; however, a now varies in the case of a sliding cylinder 
and both 1p and a vary for the case of a sliding sphere. Hence we have 

(3.3) 

and 

(3.4) 
~ = AVx+BVy, 

a= CVx+DVy, 

. og 
V =-A.-

z oQ 

where A, B, C, D are functions of T, a, and 11'· The consistency relation 

(3.5) of T. of . of . 0 - +-tp+-a = oT otp oa 
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together with the relations (2.2), (2.6) and (3.3) form the system of equations which 
enables to determine i. Since instantaneous motion occurs in the tangential plane, the 
proper use of Eqs. {2.2) and (2.6) is justified. In the case of a cylinder we have 

(3.6) 

and 

(3.7) 

where 

(3.8) 

tP = 0, ci = v~ 

Rcosrt 

i = Rcosrx j; of og r, 

ai oT~ 

· of · at · 
fr = oT~ T~+ oT, T, 

and R is the diameter of the cylinder. The functions f = 0 and g = 0 are identical with 
Eqs. (2.2) and (2.6) with varying rx. The rate ci: can be expressed as follows: 

(3.9) . /r 
et = - off orx 

or, after using Eq. (2.2), in the explicit form 

(3.10) ci = [2T~(cos2rx- ,u2sin2rx)-Qsin2~t{l + ,u2
)] T~+ 2T1 T, 

(I+ ,u2
) [sin2rx(Q2 - T;)- 2TxQcos2rx] 

The translation and · shrinkage of the yield surface can now be computed for the given 
increments dT~ = T~dt, dT, = T1 dt when the active process is performed (see Fig. 8), 
or increments of forces can be found for prescribed displacement increments dux = Vxdt, 
du7 = V, dt(l ). In the case of a sphere, the yield condition (2.2) must be written in new 
coordinates T~, r; where 

(3.11) T~ = T~COS1p- TySin1p, r; = Txsintp+ T,cOS1p 

and tp is the angle between the vertical plane, perpendicular to the plane tangential to 
both spheres, and the x-axis. Now we have 

{3.12) 

where 

tP = I V' I COS{1p+ d) 
Rcosa 

1 

lVI' = (V~2 +V?)~, 

and R is the diameter of the sphere. 
Using the consistency relation 

a= I V'l sin{1p+ ") 
Rcosa 

(1) The rate formulation can be transformed into an incremental formulation by selecting any time 
scale. Then dTx = Txdt, dT, = T,dt, dux= Vxdt, du, = V,dt, du: = V.,dt. 
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together with Eqs. (2.2), (2.6) and (3.3), we can determine A. in the form 

( 
a r~ a Ty ) . , ( a r~ a Ty ) . , 

. - A aT' +2Ty aT' T~- A aT' +2Ty aT' Ty 
(3.13) A= ~ ~ y y RCOSIX, 

n[sin('I'H) :~ +cos('I'H+ a:; +2T, a:.;)] 
where T~, Ty are derived from Eqs. (3.11) and 

and 

A = 2T~(cos21X- ,u2sin21X') -Qsin21X'(I + ,u2), 

B = (T~cosiX-QsiniX')cosiX' 

ar~ ary 
Bar~ +Ty ar~ 

tg c5 = -------::--
ar~ ary • 

BaT' +Ty aT' 
y y 

273 

Now, using Eqs. (3.I2) and the non-associated velocity rule (3.3) the modification of the 
yield surface can be computed (see Fig. 9 where the solution is presented for the specified 
trajectory of motion in the x, y-plane ). 

4. Elastic-plastic constitutive laws for contact sliding 

The preceding discussion of sliding rules for rigid materials can be generalized by as
sliming that both elastic and plastic deformations occur at contact asperities together 
with a sliding mechanism on "large" asperities. Assume that normal and tangential rates 
of displacement are decomposed into reversible (elastic) and irreversible (plastic) com
ponents 

(4.I) 

with the corresponding constitutive laws 

(4.2) 
. I . 
c5! = Kn N, 

. I . 
c5f1 = K; T1, 

. I . 
c5f2 = K; T2, 

(4.3) ~~ = lgn, Jr~ = igtl, Jr2 = igt2, 

where c5tt, c5t2 are tangential displacement components in the orthogonal system I , 2 
and c5n denotes the normal displacement component; Kn and Kt are the elastic stiffness 
moduli of the contact layer. The contact yield condition has the form 

(4.4) 

4 Arch. Mech. Stos. nr Jns 
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where the hardening parameter x describes the contact hardening due to tangential sliding 
and {J describes the hardening and softening due to variation of the effective contact area, 
Ac:ont. = {JAtotal. Let us postulate that 

(4.5) 

where B({J) > 0. Differentiating the relation (4.4), we obtain 

(4.6) 
· of · 2 2 ! of · 

IT+ a; A(gu + g,2)2 + o{J B(/3) Agn = 0' 

where 

• of . of · of . 
fr = oN·N+ oTt Tl + oT2 T2. 

From (4.6), we have 

~~ iT 
[ 

of ( 2 2 )~ of (13) ] = H ' - ax g,t +g,2 +apB g" 

(4.7) 

and the friction hardening modulus His expressed by the denominator of Eq. (4.7). The 
value of this modulus is thus governed by two processes: hardening due to tangential 
sliding on asperities with associated plastic deformations which are localized in the sur
face layer, and variation of the effective contact area manifested macroscopically by the 
normal displacement component with associated hardening and softening. 

A more particular form of the relations (4.3) is obtained by postulating that the 
sliding is governed by the normality rule, that is, normal and tangential rates of transla
tion are proportional to components of a vector normal to the surface f = 0, that is, 

(4.8) 
of 

g" = oN' 

These sliding rules correspond to the isotropic contact surface. Whereas x increases with 
translation, the parameter p may increase or decrease depending on the rate of change 
of the normal component ()~ which represents plastic deformation of asperities during 
compression. 

Figure lOa presents the yield surface in the space T1 , T2 , N. In particular, it may 
be assumed that this surface is a rotational ellipsoid whose expansion or contraction 
and translation along the N-axis depend on one parameter, for instance, 

(4.9) f(N, T1, T2 , x, {J) = (N-A)2+ T~ + T~ -A2 = 0 
m m 

with the constant ratio of semi-axes m = cja = bja = tge. The parameter A may depend 
on both x and {J, and this dependence is schematically shown in Fig~ lOb. 

Using Eqs. ( 4.8), the relations ( 4.3) and ( 4. 7) take the form 

(4.10) lp _ 1 2T2 f· 
ur2- H m2 T 
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FIG. 10 a) Proposed yield surface in the space Tt, T2, N; b) variation of characteristic contact function 
A(/J, ~> with p and "; c) tangential force- displacement curves for fixed values of N. 

where, according to Eq. (4.7), 

(4.11) H = 2[ of (A-N)B({J)- of ( Tf+T~ )t/2]. 
~ ox m4 

Figure I Oc presents schematically the relation between T and b for two fixed values of N 
corresponding to points A and Bin Fig. lOa. In the first case, we observe contact dilata
tion with corresponding instability after reaching the maximum value at A'; in the second 
case, T monotonically increase to B' and, next, slowly diminishes to the asymptotic value 
at Be. The lines connecting the asymptotic points Ae, Be and the lines corresponding to 
the maximal points are shown in Fig. lOa. Depending on particular forms of A(x, {3), the 
details of such behaviour may vary, although the general feature of contact behaviour 
remains unchanged. A similar yield condition depending only on one parameter {3 was 
discussed by CALLADINE [16] and applied in the derivation of incremental constitutive 
laws for clays. 

The anisotropy may be described similarly as in the previous section by expressing 
the yield condition in terms of external forces Q, Tx, T.v, that is, 

(4.12) F(Q, T;x, Ty, Xi, ph rlj, "Pi)= 0, 

where cti and tpi define the tangential plane to the contact i (i = I , 2, ... , n) with respect 
to the global coordinate system x, y, z. Now, local contact properties are described by 
the parameters xi, Pi whereas the configuration contact hardening and softening is de
scribed by rate equations for rt.i and "Pi. An application of such flow rules to the analysis 
of the motion of granular materials will be discussed in subsequent papers. 

5. Concluding remarks 

The present paper has an introductory character and applies the concept of plasticity 
in the description of sliding rules of rigid or elastic-plastic bodies with frictional contacts. 
Due to the non-associated character of a local sliding rule, the rigid body motion on 
wedge asperities does not obey the normality rule in the horizontal plane and, similarly, 

4* 
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the rate of dilatation is predicted by the velocity potential different from the limit condi
tion. Thus there is no reason to expect that sliding rules for anisotropic contacts will 
obey the normality rule and this case calls for further study, both theoretical and ex
perimental. The theoretically obtained concavity of the limit surface results from the non
associated local flow rule. Further, by introducing a more accurate description of the 
contact layer based on two state parameters u and {J, the velocity rules can be derived 
similarly as flow rules in hardening plasticity. The problem of multi-body contact sliding 
can be solved, in principle, by using an incremental procedure and tracing the history 
of xi, fli, tti, "Pi for each contact and satisfying simultaneously equilibrium and com
patibility conditions. Simple examples of contact softening are discussed in Sect. 3. It 
is believed that further development of multi-body unilateral contact mechanics with 
proper sliding rules will constitute a uniform formulation for a systematic study of the 
behaviour of granular materials and other frictional systems. 
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